Carbon-13 NMR of fluorocyclopropanes.
Carbon-13 and hydrogen NMR data are presented for several cyclopropanes with one to four fluorine atoms attached to the ring. Substituents directly attached to a ring carbon are found to unshield that carbon to an extent increasing with their electronegativity, but remote substituents may have an opposite effect. Relative orientation of the substituent groups, especially if they are bulky, also has a strong influence on the ring-carbon shifts. Chemical shifts of carbons in methyl groups attached to the ring change to an extent which is additive in the effects of gem and cis substituents. One-bond coupling of ring carbons with fluorines is affected both by geminal and vicinal substituents, in a way generally related to their electronegativity. It is tentatively concluded that two-bond coupling between ring carbons and ring-attached fluorines depends in magnitude primarily on what groups are cis to the fluorine. Two-bond coupling between a carbon atom in a ring-attached methyl and the hydrogen gem to the methyl appears to be vanishingly small, but there is appreciable three-bond coupling of the methyl carbons to vicinal hydrogens.